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SHRI. MANOHAR AND SAU. JINAMATI CHAWARE
ABSTRACT

Information retrieval (IR) is an important issue and difficult to handle especially in multilingual environment. The IR process begins with entering a query into the system in prescribed format. A query does not uniquely identify a single object but several objects with different degrees of relevancy. An object is an entity from database which represents the information. User queries are matched against the database information. The matched objects are ranked according to the query terms and shown to the user as information.

Multilingual environment (ME) provides a platform where a query can be inputted in one language and the result can be in the same language or different language. This result can be viewed as IR or knowledge. Further this IR helps to make better decision in various scenarios. This is only possible in a system that supports multilingual environment in all aspects. In order to enhance the IR process of a system, phonetic and semantic issues have to be resolved. The phonetic and semantic matching will enhance the efficiency and utilization of resources for IR. International Phonetic Association (IPA) as phonetic standard gives a set of alphabet as a standard way of representing any language string that is utilized as phonetic matching. Ontology is a promising solution to any semantic matching problem. It typically provides a vocabulary that describes a domain of interest and specification of meaning of terms used in the vocabulary.

Several different solutions have been proposed for phonetic and semantic matching so far. Phonetic matching solutions worked either on developing an operator in a system or designing rules as per phonemes of alphabets of a language. The operator uses text-to-phonetic (TTP) system for translation of a text string into its equivalent phonetic form. This form represents the alphabets from IPA. But TTPs for Hindi or Marathi are cumbersome to use. In semantic matching, solutions proposed so far were based on ontology, where some system used top-down approach or some used bottom up approach. There is no fix approach for ontology building. The solutions have been exploited by using external resources such as WordNet, multi-lingual dictionary, inter-link-index (ILI) and so on. Always use of these
resources makes system more complex. The system evaluated to give results as matching or not matching, no further analysis has been done so far.

The thesis proposes the so-called phonetic matching and semantic matching approach for Hindi and Marathi languages. The phonetic matching approach is based on two key ideas. The first is that various way of writing styles of a string are calculated or considered and the strings are translated to English by using mapping methodology. The results are treated as IR for a query. The second idea is that, we transformed each string into its phonetic form according to our proposed phonetic rules for languages and compared with some threshold value to match. If matches, we are performing IR in order to extract the detailed information.

The semantic matching approach is based on two key concepts. The first is, from query and other from formal and informal question-answer approach for a domain has been developed to acquire correct ontology terms from database in order to match two strings. The ontology is used to represent the knowledge. An integrated approach has been proposed to build ontology. The second is an extension in which ontology terms are being matched semantically by using an approach based domain-based dictionary for translation, and/or domain-based synset for each language. A string will be inputted by a user and matched semantically with other string from ontology. If they match then the system has been further extended to an inference system, which we called as IR or knowledge. The performance of both the approaches has been evaluated by taking performance parameters as time to build ontology, ontology terms, precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy.

The basic and iterative phonetic and semantic matching algorithms have been designed and developed. The approach has been evaluated on various real world test cases with encouraging results proving its benefits.

**Keywords:** phonetic matching, semantic matching, writing style, information retrieval, ontology, domain-based dictionary, domain-based synsets.
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